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E
ACH CENSUS YIELDS DATA
about the changing demo-
graphics in the United States,
andmany associations use that

opportunity to inwardly reflect on the
demographic makeup of their own re-
spective memberships. But how im-
portant—or realistic—is it that an as-
sociation’s membership reflects the
community served or the nation at
large?
The International Association of Fire

Fighters, for example, in its 2006 diver-
sity report1 had a stated purpose of
identifying best practices in recruit-
ment, selection, and retention that
would yield a workforce “that reflects
the community served,” specifically
targeting the fire service’s underrepre-
sentation of women, gays and lesbians,
and people of color. Although it may
seem a worthwhile endeavor to re-
create the larger demographic compo-
sition in the microcosm of an associa-
tion, it may not be easily achievable.
Consider that as of October 2010, there
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were 157.2 million women—approxi-
mately 51% of adults—in the United
States.2 Now compare that figure with
the total number of employed female
firefighters: It was 0 in 1980 and in-
creased to 3.7% in 2000, a rate of 0.2%
per year, a rate that would not yield a
17% female firefighter workforce until
2080.3

In its 2004 report on diversity in the
medical professions, the Sullivan Com-
mission on Diversity in the Healthcare
Workforce,4 led by Louis Sullivan, MD,
former US Secretary of Health and Hu-
man Services, illustrated the gap in na-
tional vs professional demographics:
although blacks, Hispanics, and Native
Americans together comprise more
than 25% of the US population, they
represent only 9% of nurses, 6% of phy-
sicians, and 5% of dentists. Further-
more, of more than 16,000 students in
the medical school graduating class of
2007, there were 2,197 blacks, Hispan-
ics, and Native Americans in total.
Arguments that increased diversity

in health professions is essential relate
to the many challenges related to mi-
nority underrepresentation in the health
care fields, such as the following5:

• A disproportionate number of
underrepresented health profes-
sionals—particularly physicians—
serve inminority and othermed-
ically underserved populations.

• Studies have argued that practi-
tioners of the same race or eth-
nicity as minority patients, most
frequently in primary and men-
tal health care contexts, often
provide more effective interper-
sonal care.

• Studies have argued that pa-
tientswhodonot speakEnglish—
particularly those inmentalhealth
care—receive better interpersonal
care, more effectively compre-
hend the nature of their care, and
demonstrate a greater likelihood
of showing up for follow-up ap-
pointments when visiting lan-

guage-concordant practitioners.
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But implementing initiatives to ad-
dress these issues is a challenge in it-
self. In January 2011, the American So-
ciety of Association Executives (ASAE)
published a report in a series of studies
involving feedback from 29 nonprofit
organizations regarding diversity ini-
tiatives, and a frequent observation in
the report bodes poorly for those look-
ing for a quick and easy fix to perceived
diversity problems: “Most recent re-
views of the literature find little re-
search that should be used with com-
plete confidence to design useful
diversity management strategies.”6

When a member association seeks to
launchdiversity initiatives to benefit its
membership or profession as a whole
(as opposed to the consumer or patient
populations its constituents serve),
there are two essential determinations
to make early on in the process. What
does “diversity” mean within the orga-
nizational structure, andwhat is the as-
sociation attempting to accomplish by
way of its diversity initiatives?

WHAT IS DIVERSITY?
Diversity is a term with multiple, sub-
jective definitions. Generally speaking,
although diversity can refer to charac-
teristics such as age, physical ability, re-
ligion, and socioeconomic status,7 the
discussion of diversity in terms of the
US workforce has focused exclusively
on race and sex.8 As a result, many as-
sociation diversity initiatives have
focused exclusively on attracting a
membership that mirrors these
demographics. Each association en-
gaged in examining its profession’s di-
versity must determine whether this
particular concern is the best use of or-
ganizational resources, and it may not
be. The former vice-president of diver-
sity at IBM, J.T. (Ted) Childs,8 has lev-
eled the criticism that “[Workplaces]
are spending toomuch time andmoney
in work-related classrooms addressing
core equal opportunity issues—that is,
race and gender—that were addressed in
the 1960s.”
Furthermore, it becomes increas-
inglymore difficult to check one box on
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a form that queries demographics to in-
dicate a person’s racial or ethnic back-
ground—and this emerging reality
means that establishing quotas toward
the end of achieving diversity will fall
flat, as they rely on an outdated con-
struct of ethnic self-identification.
However, the national conversation

at this time is not only aboutwhites and
blacks, men and women. An emerging
area of interest is “people-oriented di-
versity issues”8 such as those related to
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgen-
dered (GLBT) individuals and persons
with disabilities.
The American Medical Association,

for example, launched its Advisory
Committee on GLBT issues in 2005 to
provide a forum for GLBT physicians
and medical students and an educa-
tional opportunity for the membership
at large. The American Medical Associ-
ation’s impetus for establishing this
committee was that although most
physicians share concerns about gen-
eral practice-related issues such as
health care and medical liability re-
form, “many physicians and medical
students, including those who are
GLBT, also want their organization to
advocate for them on personal issues.”9

The American Bar Association, along
with its commissions for women and
persons of color, has established com-
missions focused on its GLBT members
and legal professionals with mental
and physical disabilities. Although this
system perhaps emphasizes the num-
ber of people who fit within a demo-
graphic—an approach that many indi-
viduals oppose and is not the ideal
tactic for many organizations—it effec-
tively exemplifies the evolution of peo-
ple-oriented diversity programs.

DEFINING THE DIVERSITY
INITIATIVE
Diversity committees are generally
taskedwith creating initiatives at orga-
nizations. One important consideration
for such programs—and echoed by Con-
stance Thompson, the Senior Manager
of Diversity at the American Society of
Civil Engineering (ASCE), an organiza-
tion with more than 140,000 members
that is 10 years into its own push for
diversity initiatives—is that the associ-
ation knows what it aims to achieve in
formulating a diversity plan.
Diversity committees are capable of
developing effective programming, as
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long as committee members are mind-
ful of pursuing attainable goals and do
not assign their focus to only one un-
derrepresented group.6 That said,
member associations that “try to be too
many things to toomany groups . . . risk
becoming less relevant to their core
verticals.”10

According to the ASAE report, “Asso-
ciations that are explicit in their rea-
sons for pursuing diversity and inclu-
sion are alsomore likely to be proactive
in their efforts to identify and address
challenges to diversity and inclusion.”6

Thompson notes that because pursu-
ing diversity initiatives for the sake of
diversity—“to say we did it” or because
“it’s the right thing to do”—is mis-
guided, any organization should en-
gage in self-reflection, defining what
can be done with a firm commitment
and within the parameters of the bud-
get. Otherwise, members will question
the reason for the effort and expense
and demonstrate resistance to change
(Constance Thompson, personal com-
munication, March 1, 2011).
Indeed, such programs will not suc-

ceed without careful strategic planning
that reflects an awareness of opportu-
nity for change and a shared vision
from organizational leadership, estab-
lishes bold objectives that challenge
the organization, and delineates the de-
sired outcomes rather than the specific
tasks to achieve them.11

Part of the exceptional importance of
determining goals is governed by the
consideration ofwhat kind of represen-
tation each group within the organiza-
tion needs. Returning to the example of
diversity in the firefighter service, if the
organization’s goal is to have each fire
department reflect the community it
serves, then each fire department will
require a different approach to achieve
this outcome. As noted in the ASAE re-
port, “Diversity and inclusion programs
cannot be one-size-fits-all undertak-
ings. In other words, if your association
has a variety of membership levels, pro-
fessional types, or underrepresented
groups (eg, students, teachers, private,
public), then these groups may be look-
ing for different benefits.”6

Figure 1 delineates the steps toward
implementation of a diversity initiative
among staff, members, or professionals

as they represent a profession.
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DO GOOD INTENTIONS
ALWAYS YIELD GOOD
OUTCOMES?
Although many organizations publish
policy statements or show another
form of clear support for diversity ide-
als, not all clearly indicate how this en-
couragement manifests into action. For
example, the American Academy of
Family Physicians (AAFP) notes the fol-
lowing on its diversity-relatedWeb site
pages12:

The AAFP endorses the goal of eq-
uitable representation for minori-
ties and women as medical stu-
dents, staff and faculty at US
medical institutions. The AAFP
supports programs that have the
goal of increasing the number of
minority and women student ap-
plicants tomedical schools, and the
number of qualified minority and
women student admissions. The
AAFP recommends that medical
schools and academic health cen-
ters stimulate interest in medical
careers among minorities and
women through specific outreach
programs.
The AAFP further recommends that
academic health centers, and pro-
fessional societies for physicians,
have programs of leadership devel-
opment both for minority and
women physicians, and medical
students. These programs should
include mentorship opportunities.
Current and expanded efforts to in-
crease the training of minorities
and women in medical research
should be supported.

However, there is no information
available that further delineates the as-
sociation’s efforts to achieve this out-
come.
Similarly, the American College of

Surgeons has a Diversity Committee,
and emphasizes diversity at all levels
for committees, governors, and regents,
but according to the Administrator of
Member Services (personal communi-
cation, March 3, 2011), there have been
no programs with expected or measur-
able outcomes.
Other associations, such as the Na-

tional Association of Social Workers,
put the emphasis on delivering care to a
diverse patient population, and efforts
to increase diversity among the mem-

bership and profession are not high-
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lighted. The American Correctional As-
sociation has published a book on
diversity in the profession (Essays on
Staff Diversity in Corrections) but has not
indicated any additional association-
driven initiatives.
Althoughmany organizations look to

what others have done when seeking
todetermine their own ideal approach to

Figure 1. Template for creating a diver
launching diversity initiatives, profes-
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sionalswho import the best practices of
other organizations “tend to ignore the
importance the implicit and explicit or-
ganizational context that made these
practices work in their native environ-
ments.”13 Benchmarking may be a
worthwhile endeavor toward the pro-
cess of generating ideas, but it is mis-
guided to assume that incorporating the

lan for staff, members, or professional
programs of other organizations would

N AND DIETETICS
bean inexpensive, guaranteed, easily im-
plemented step toward success.13

Positive deviance casts an internal
look to where best practices seem to be
found internally within an organiza-
tion, a “simple principle thatwithin any
group of people with similar resources
and constraints facing a challenge, a
small percentage of individuals mani-

sentation.
fest exceptional personal behaviors.”13
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This approach has been incorporated
into ASCE’s 10-year effort—interest and
excitement in the programs have am-
plified and waned throughout the
years, from a buzz in the first 2 years to
a slump at the 5-year mark, and the or-
ganization is constantly looking inward
to determine not how to get underrep-
resented groups into the profession and
organization, but where should ASCE be
focusing its efforts (personal communi-
cation, Constance Thompson, March 1,
2011).

WHAT OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS HAVE DONE
In its 2010 report, the ASAE surveyed
352 organizations (with a 7.1% re-
sponse rate) to ascertain what they
have accomplished regarding diversity
programs and goal setting.9 Following
are some noteworthy results:

• 44.9% of responding organizations
have affinity groups formembers;

• 35.1% published articles on di-
versity;

• 34.2% implemented studies to
assess demographics of current
and potential membership;

• 29% explicitly address diversity
or inclusion in the organization’s
mission statement;

• 27.8% have written goals regard-
ing membership diversity;

• 23.9% have a formal review policy
for addressing potentially offen-
sive language, imagery, and other
content appearing in formal com-
munication and publications;

• 19.3% have a mentoring program
to target underrepresented groups;
and

• 17.3% evaluated the success of a di-
versity initiative.

Figure 2 presents a sample of other
associations’ efforts to implement di-
versity programming. Few details re-
garding whether these programs
are successfulwere found. It is possible,
however, that these are unknowns
(particularly in an organization where
there is no staff member whose job re-
sponsibilities are specifically focused
on diversity programming). When
ASAE respondentswere “asked for their
association’s philosophy or orientation

to diversity and inclusion, [they tended
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to report on] simply increasing repre-
sentation of underrepresented groups,
but little about reasons for doing so.
Only a few respondentsmentioned that
it’s the right thing to do, or noted legal
compliance, improved access in minor-
ity communities, or the chance to gain
more diverse ideas.”4

It is also possible that it is too soon to
measure the impact of the programs.
Thompson has noted that the ASCE is
continually updating its diversity goals
and that any organization should ex-
pect to create goals at 5- or 10-year in-
tervals, as the ever-evolving demo-
graphics and workplace demands
require a degree of fluidity in meeting
diversity-related objectives.

WHAT THE AMERICAN
DIETETIC ASSOCIATION HAS
DONE
The diversity initiatives of the Ameri-
can Dietetic Association (ADA) stack up
well in terms of proactively addressing
diversity through all of ADA’s organiza-
tional units.
For example, ADA has developed the

following programs:

• An official Diversity Philosophy
Statement, which says “The ADA
values and respects the diverse
viewpoints and individual differ-
ences of all people. ADA’s mis-
sion and vision are most effec-
tively realized through the
promotion of a diverse member-
ship that reflects cultural, ethnic,
gender, racial, religious, sexual
orientation, socioeconomic, geo-
graphical, political, educational,
experiential and philosophical
characteristics of the public it
services. ADA actively identifies
and offers opportunities to indi-
vidualswith varied skills, talents,
abilities, ideas, disabilities, back-
grounds and practice expertise.”

• Diversity Mentoring Toolkit for
educators

• Member Interest Groups

• Diversity Action Award

• Diversity Leaders Program Award

• Diversity Promotion Grant

• Diversity Checklist
• Cultural Competency Resources
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• Food and Nutrition Information in
multiple languages

• Mentoring programs

• Pan-ethnic images in all ADAmes-
saging, such as membership bro-
chures, official Web site, market-
ingmaterials

Such endeavors establish ADA as an
inclusive organization that is mindful
of diversity within the profession, but
does the fact that 83%of its 52,000prac-
ticingmembers self-identified as white
in 2008, whereas 11% (n�5,720) self-
identified as “diverse,”14 automatically
mean that the ADA should pursue a
more diverse pool of practicing dieti-
tians to boost the percentages? To ex-
pect ADA’s demographic diversity to
match that of the Census is not a realis-
tic pursuit. Among the more than
30,000 dietitians eligible for but not
pursuing ADA membership, 80% self-
identify as white and 14% (n�3,167) as
“diverse.”14 Studies have explored
some of the challenges to diversifying
the profession, such as biases that exist
against the profession as well as the
reasons it may be difficult to attract un-
derrepresented groups to the field.
Pipeline programs are an effective
means for addressing some of these re-
cruitment concerns.

MEANS TO ACHIEVING
DIVERSITY
An organization interested in demo-
graphic diversity within the profession
via increasing numbers among given
races or ethnicitiesmay look to pipeline
programs to achieve that goal. Pipeline
programs target racially and ethnically
underrepresented students (“under-
represented” defined as having a mini-
mal presence within a given field in
comparison with representation in the
general population) and attempt to at-
tract them to a given profession and
subsequently support them in their
pursuit of educational goals toward
that end. Pipeline grants help to fund
outreach efforts to attract these stu-
dents; supportmay come in the form of
mentoring programs and benefits such
as complimentary attendance at con-
ferences and participation in other
leadership institutes.
Following are the components that

the most successful pipeline programs

specifically concentrate on15:
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Figure 2. Diversity initiative outcomes.
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• academic enrichment, particu-
larly in mathematic and science
programs;

• admissions process preparation;

• mentoring and offer of profes-
sional opportunities; and

• provision of financial and psy-

Figure 2. (continued) Diversity initiative
chosocial support.
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One noteworthy pipeline program is
the Ventures Scholars Program—a not-
for-profit program that promotes ac-
cess to higher education toward math-
and science-based careers among un-
derrepresented students (defined as
“racial and ethnic populations [African
Americans/blacks, Hispanics/Latinos/

omes.
as, American Indians/Native Ameri-

JOURNAL OF THE ACADE
cans or Alaskan Natives] that are un-
derrepresented in the math and
science professions relative to their
numbers in the general population”).
The program itself comprises a na-
tional consortium of undergraduate
colleges and universities, professional
schools, graduate schools, profes-

sional associations, and organizations
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that have the opportunity to recruit
scholars for undergraduate and grad-
uate studies and, ultimately, careers
in a given field.16

Amonghighschoolandundergraduate
students currently in the program, 2,609
and 298, respectively, have an intended
major in the health professions.16

An article exploring pipeline pro-
grams will appear in a future issue of
the Journal.

CONCLUSION
Although it is admirable that an associ-
ation would want to increase its diver-
sity to reflect the demographics of soci-
ety, as once noted by Charles R. Drew,
MD, FACS (1904-1950)—a famed Afri-
can-American surgeon, teacher, re-
searcher, and founder of two of the
world’s largest blood banks—“Excel-
lence of performancewill transcend ar-
tificial barriers created by man.”17 This
idea highlights an interesting dilemma:
Pursuing future representation in the
profession by way of quotas empha-
sizes demographic details over compe-
tence, yet demographic composition
may have implications particularly in
the allied health professions, as multi-
ple studies have shown that “racial and
ethnic minority health providers are
more likely to serve medically under-
served communities and underrepre-
sented minority patients than their
white counterparts.”15

Given the concentration onmath and
science in the academic curricula for
health careers, early intervention, as
provided in pipeline programs, may be
essential. A 2000 assessment of aca-
demic data found that underrepre-

sented minority students had a lower
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probability of graduating high school
with sufficient academic preparation
for the requisite college courses in the
health curricula (eg, biology and chem-
istry).
Therefore, although there is no “one

right answer” or quick-fix for effec-
tively increasing the diversity within a
profession, multiple options exist. Peo-
ple-oriented initiatives, a current trend
in diversity projects, may not be an
ideal or practical approach for all orga-
nizations. However, concentrating ef-
forts on attracting students from un-
derrepresented communities early in
their academic careers helps to ade-
quately prepare them for the career tra-
jectory in a given profession, which has
the dual effect of producing effective
practitioners who represent the na-
tional community as reflected in census
data.
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